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Abstract: Kalidasa is one of the foremost of poets the world has ever seen. His works are rich with experience and awe of nature. 
Kalidasa’s dramas and poetry are not only excellent pieces of literary art, but also have pregnant hints of philosophy and psychology. 
Undoubtedly, Kalidasa had a very evident background of philosophy, both in its mystical part as well as polemical side. If philosophy 
was more on a deeper ideal level, Kalidasa’s treatment of psychology is humane and appealing to all as indeed true. Therefore, the main 
purpose of this paper is to throw light on the philosophical thoughts of Maha kabi Kali das, to study the different philosophical thoughts 
as depicted in the dramas of the great poet, to understand the philosophy as presented in Avigyanshakuntalam. 
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Introduction: Mahākavi Kālidāsa a luminous star in the galaxy of Sanskrit literature. As a poet as well as a Dramatist, he has not only 
written the prominent poems and famous dramas just for the amusement and happiness for the people of society, but he has reflected 
the socio-political status, religious thoughts and spiritual approaches of the society as well. It is also noticed that when Sanātanadharma 
or Vaidikadharma upon a time was in crises by the influence of Buddhadharma and Jainadharma in the soil of India, by the meantime, 
Ancient Scholar (Vaidika Risi) have made their efforts to establish and propagate the same by highlighting the value of it. Establishment 
of Dharma was only possible through the writing of Kāvyas and Nāṭakas by the then scholars. As a resu poet Kālidāsa has not ignored 
the chance to highlight the concept of philosophy and religion, while writing his dramas and poems. 
 

Kālidāsa was not only an Indian poet of distinction but rather, inherently, he was additionally an Indian philosopher second to 
none whose philosophical virtuoso has been eclipsed as a result of his lovely incredibleness. Countless references to philosophical 
principles in the compositions of the poettoss a surge of light on the mystical theories current amid the poet's chance. All the schools of 
Indian theory, the Sāṅkhya, Vedānta, Mimāṁsā, Vaiśeṣika, Nyāya and Yoga, have been implied by the poet. Out of the six darśanas, 
we find in his works visit references to the Sāṅkhya and the Yoga and the Vedānta. The most conspicuous thought that plagues the 
works of Kālidāsa, to my psyche, focuses round the Upaniṣadic theory of Vedānta which goes a long way past any fan sticking to one 
belief system or the other, in view of the origination of a specific god as a definitive, while in the meantime doing sufficient equity to 
different reverential aptitudes and slants in various settings. 

 
Objectives: The main purposes of this study are as follows- 
 To throw light on the philosophical thoughts of Maha kabi Kali das, 
 To study the different philosophical thoughts as depicted in the dramas of the great poet, 
 To understand the philosophy as presented in Avigyanshakuntalam. 

 
Discussion 

Concept of Yajňa & Devatā :- If we have a glance to the religious thoughts of Kālidāsa through this writings, we may confined 
him to the age of 2nd century B.C. Poet Kālidāsa tries to establish and support the Vaidika Dharma or Sanātana Dharma in his drāma-
s. During Buddha and Jaina period Animal Violence was existing in Yajňa and performance of Bali was prevailing. Creating injury to 
the animals was considered as ill activities. Such reflection we may get in 6th act of Abhijňānaśākuntalam through the dialogue of the 
fisherman. He proclaims that, due my Kaulikavṛtti. I used to do ill activities everyday by catching fishes like a Paṇḍita who used to 
provide Bali of Animal in Yajňa even though he does not like to do such cruel actives. It is said by Kālidāsa in his Abhijňānaśākuntalam 
.From this verse it is understood that killing or creating injury to the animals was considered as an ill and cruel activity during Kālidāsian 
period. After Buddha, Jaina and post period of Kālidāsa, killing animals in Sacrifice or Yajňa was prohibited due to the gradual impact 
of Bhaktimārga and Yogamārga. This Baliprathā or killing animal in Sacrifice was prevailing during Kālidāsian period because of the 
greater influence of King and Monarchy. Apart from this, we may recognise the position of Heavenly Gods in Kālidāsian drāmas. When 
calamities occur, the kings of Kālidāsa were being invited by the Gods to assist them. In Vikramorvaśīyam, through the dialogue of 
Menakā in first act we notice that, king Pururavā was invited by lard Indra to help him war against Dānavas. The exact reference also 
we may get in Seventh act of Abhijňānaśākuntalam where king Duṣyanta was being invited by Indra and extended hospitality. The 
hospitality, which was extended to Duṣyanta by Indra by offering a beautiful garland of Mandārapuṣpa.  
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Philosophy Of Love and Marriage: In the romantic tales of the dramatists, the lovers generally get fiercely assailed by love that arises 
at their first-sight. For example, Shakuntala feels a strange flutter in her heart at the sight of Dushyanta. She had not known Cupid before 
and hence her heart was bare of armour. She had felt a particular attraction for the King the like of which she never felt before:  
 

Shakuntala (to herself): How is it, that at the sight of this person, 
I feel an emotion scarce inconsistent with a grove devote to piety. 

 
 

This is the first awakening of love, which has unnerved and excited her a little. The similar situation is also present in 
Vikramorvarsiyam when the king Pururavas and Urvarsi exchange mutual glances and straightway fall in love with each other:  
King: Ever since I saw her, that  
Celestial, one has enthroned herself  
in my heart to which access was given  
to her by the unerring shafts of love.  
Urvasi is also “fiercely assailed by love.’ Which has arisen at the sight of Pururavas. 
 

Kalidasa’s plays exhibit this philosophy that man and woman are never complete without each other. Kama or love is to the 
Indian not merely a physical gratification but a value of life when governed by the goal of Dharma. Love becomes an end value when 
it culminates in progeny as demanded by Dharma. It is this philosophy which Kalidasa has propagated in all his plays. Even in the plays 
of Shakespeare the physical aspect of love is not ignored. His heroines are no doubt modest and virtuous but they are also warm-blooded 
passionate creatures, eager for physical union with their lovers and for the pleasure of love. When occasion demands it, as it does in 
All’s Well that Ends Well, they can be quite forward and bold in the pursuit of their love. Both the dramatists think that, “When two 
people are united in love there is great joy and satisfaction in life.” Hence lies the value of marriage. 

 
A Portrayal of Classical Love: Shakuntala moves toward the palace of the king Dushyanta to retrieve their relationship. She is imposed 
to cross a wide river along the way to the palace. When she dips her hand into the river, loses the ring which is the only evidence to 
retrieve her relationship with Dhusyanta. After she reached the palace, she has got a chance to greet Dushyanta, but he does not have 
any more memories of Shakuntala. She is disposed from the palace. But she has strong belief on her true love that will rejoin her to the 
king. Later a fisherman finds out the king’s ring in the belly of a fish and honestly gives the ring to the palace. When Dushyanta sees 
the ring, he gets back the memory of Shakuntala’s true love. 
 

Kalidasa sharply depicts the critical circumstance of true love and he changes the destiny through the discovery of fisherman 
in the belly of fish that Shakuntala lost in the river Ganges. But Kalidasa portrays another critical situation in the drama that when the 
king comes to know all about his true love on Shakuntala, he is engaged in war unfortunately. Even though it is a life-threatening 
situation at the moment, it offers a chance to her true love for exhibiting the power through the picture of Dushyanta overcomes his 
enemies in the war. Kalidasa highlights the strength of truelove in the way how it succeeds from all hurdles. Kalidasa used these sorts 
of situation to outburst the ultimate power of true love in all concern in this drama. Dushyanta is offered a trip of the Hindu heavens for 
several years. After the king got back to the palace has the chance by the real sake of true love is reunite with Shakuntala. She becomes 
his queen and bears a son finally. Finally, Kalidasa concludes with assertion of Shakuntala’s life is creation of factual love, of external 
beauty that determined true love is immortal. 
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Goals of Life: The male and female characters of the selected plays of Kalidasa – Malavikagnimitram, Vikramorvasiyam and 
Abhijnanasakuntalam traditionally do represent the goals of life as the four purusarthas, these are identified with dharma (moral 
life/duty), artha (wealth and political power), kama (sensual pleasure) and moksha (a lifetime of selfless performance of one’s dharma) 
and the four  asramas (brahmacharya, garhasthya, vanaprastha and samnyasa) which were the features of ideal life for the man/woman 
of nobility and royalty. Kalidasa has transcended these real truths into the poetic truth by his ability of fusion of emotions into a scene, 
that they not only magnify and mesmerize the audience’s emotional experience with the character on the stage but such interaction feeds 
the (sahrdaya) spectator’s prime of life with human cognition (jnana) and aesthetics response/experience (sadharanikarana), which can 
be called as “poetic syllogism”. It is apt to quote the appreciation of one of the famous German poets Goethe, he broke out into a song 
of praise for the play Abhijnanasakuntalam: 
 

 
 
Wouldst thou the young year’s blossoms  
And the fruits of its decline,  
And all by which the soul is charmed, 
Enraptured, feasted, fed  
Wouldst thou the earth, and heaven itself 
In one sole name combine? 
I name thee, O Sakuntala! 
And all at once is said. 
 

In the plays of Kalidasa the key center of the noblemans or noblewoman’s life used to be svadharma i.e to do the appointed 
duty that integrates relationship and balance in body, mind and life for the development of unified consciousness. The common mass 
looks to the king as a deify of didactic life. 

 
Conclusion: There is a combination of philosophy and psychology in almost all the works of the great poet and dramatist. In 
philosophical side, it portrays not the monism but realism of many selves which are differing from each other. Psychologically, the tastes 
of varied conscious beings is a self-evident fact. Thus, it may be remarked that a deeper understanding of kalidasa’s works makes us to 
move towards many philosophical aspects and phychological implications. 
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